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EHA Board Meeting
The next meeting of the board is scheduled for Tuesday, December 7, 2004. It is held in
the cafeteria at Asnuntuck Community College. The meeting starts at 7:00 pm and is open
to the public. Our association meetings are held the first Tuesday of each month.

Booster Club Meeting
The Booster Club's next meeting
will be Wednesday, December
15th, 7:00 pm at the Enfield Twin
Rinks.

Referee Clinic
A Referee Clinic will be held on Thursday,
November 18th, 7:00 pm at Asnuntuck
Community College in Room 128. Referee
Marty Demers from the AHL will be
speaking.

Awards Night Coordinator Search
The Booster Club is searching for someone to help coordinate this year's awards night. If you
are interested in this position, please contact Lynn Schuhlen at (860) 749-6060 or
Rose Gaidos at (860) 870-5418.
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BANTAM “B” 9/25
Well we started our first game of the season at home against Greater New Haven B1 with a Bang winning
12/0!
Craig Downs scored the first goal in the first couple of minutes of the first period and went on to score two
more later for a Hat Trick. Way to go Downsey! Steven Daddario liked that idea, so he scored the second
goal and went on to get a hat trick. Great job Steven! There was so much shooting and scoring going on it
was hard to keep track of who was doing it. In the first period Zack Allard and Tyler Orszulak scored too.
In the second period Joseph Ballard and Matthew Reda scored. In the third period Michael Small and Jordan
Fauteux scored. An assists yes we have assists starting off with Dan Kraucunas on the first goal, Joe Ballard,
Jordan Fauteux, Michael Small, Steven Daddario, Joseph Ballard again, Craig Downs, Matthew Reda twice
in a row, Zack Allard, Tyler Orszulak, Reilly Higgins, Anthony Poissant, and Tyler Orszulak again. Only
one goal was unassisted by Joe Ballard.
The defense did what they needed along with the goalie Scott Stevenson who stayed alert enough to earn a
shut out.

BANTAM “B”
Sun. 9/26/04 we traveled to Choate to play against Wallingford B a much more worthy opponent. Only a
minute and a half into the game they scored waking our goalie up. They would not let up on our goalie and
managed to put another one in the net before the period was over. Wallingford got a penalty for tripping.
Tyler Orszulak scored the first goal 20 seconds into the power play with an assist from Reilly Higgins and
Matthew Reda.
The second period we came out shooting on their net with really close calls. Zack Allard got a penalty. On
their power play Craig Downs scored a shorthanded goal assisted by Steven Daddario. But it didn't take
them long to come back and score on us with a rebound shot. Wallingford scored again in the second period
and we went on to score twice making the score an even 4/4. Tyler Orszulak assisted by Jordan Fauteux got
the third goal. Reilly Higgins made a beautiful pass on the side, which Anthony Poissant assisted in getting
to Zack Allard who scored the fourth goal.
The third period started like the first reversed with our team beating up on their goalie, except than Reilly
Higgins got the second penalty and they were able to score on us when we were shorthanded. Tyler got
Punched in the back a couple of times after the whistle, with no penalty called, but Tyler really kept his head
and walked away. Jordan Fauteux managed to score with the assist from Craig Downs and Anthony Poissant
to even up the score but Wallingford did get a breakaway with 2 minutes left in the game to score winning
6/5. It was a great effort on our part including many great saves by the goalie Scott Stevenson.

BANTAM “B”
Game three 10/2/2004 Enfield Bantam B verses Ridgefield Bantam B at home. Was another big win for our
Eagles. Craig Downs started the scoring again in the first period with the assist from Tyler Orszulak. Jordan
Fauteux also scored with an assist from Craig Downs and Tyler Orszulak. Mike Small scored the last goal in
the first period off a great slap shot almost from the blue line by defenseman Alex Pieper. Eagles were up
3/0. Matthew Reda with the assist from another defenseman Kyle Murkowicz scored again less than a
minute into the second period. Ridgefield got a penalty and Tyler Orsulak took advantage of it with a
beautiful unassisted goal! Unfortunately Ridgefield managed to score on our goalie when he came out of the
net to save a breakaway. That was the one and only goal Enfield was going to give up. We went onto to win
7/1. Reilly Higgins had an amazing shot off the blocker side with an assist from defenseman Alex Pieper.
The last goal scored was by Zack Allard, assisted by Reilly Higgins. The Ridgefield team did get another
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penalty in the third period for hooking but Enfield had none. Some serious solid saves made by Scott
Stevenson throughout the game and especially in the last minute of the third period.

BANTAM “B”
Enfield traveled to West Haven on Sunday 10/03 in the afternoon but took a 7/5 loss. It was a pretty even
game. We stored two goals in the first period. Reilly Higgins got the first with an assist from Tyler Orszulak.
Jordan Fauteux got the second goal with an assist from Reilly Higgins. Jordan Fauteux went on to score the
next two goals in the second period with assists from Matthew Reda and Zack Allard anybody got a hat.
Great job Jordan! This actually had Enfield up 4/3 going into the third period. Zack Allard managed to score
one more goal assisted by defenseman Anthony Poissant in the third period but West Haven playing real
physical and a little nasty with a total of 8 penalties, 4 of them minors, managed to score 4 more in the
third period with the last one an empty net goal when Enfield pulled Scott Stevenson trying for the tie.
Enfield had only 4 penalties themselves with two in the second and two in the third. Good effort Enfield!

BANTAM “B”
On Sunday 10/03/04 Enfield also hosted the Avon B team again on home ice. Enfield was determined not to
just play hockey but win hockey this second game of the day with an earlier loss against very physical West
Haven. They went on to do just that with a final score of 11/4. Dan Kraucunas started the scoring out in the
first period with an assist from Craig Downs. We had two more goals in the first period, Jordan Fauteux
unassisted and Tyler Orsulak assisted by Jordan Fauteux. That was Jordan’s last goal in this game but with
the two games he had an amazing 5 goals for the day! Avon scored their first goal on us with 32 seconds left
in the first, 3/1.
In the second period we were scoring circles around them with Michael Small, assisted by Reilly Higgins,
Zack Allard assisted by Joseph Ballard, Dan Kraucunas got his second goal this game assisted by Craig
Downs. The last goal scored in the second by Reilly Higgins and assisted by Zack Allard. Avon scored one
more goal in the second and the score was now 8/2.
The final period Reilly Higgins and Zack Allard decided to start it off the same way the second ended but
Reilly Higgins went on to get one more right after that goal assisted this time by Michael Small. So can you
say hat trick. Alright Reilly! Avon scored twice in the third period and we scored two more with Matthew
Reda assisted by Dan Kraucunas. Dan Kraucunas assisted by Craig Downs decided he wanted his own hat
trick with 29 seconds left in the game and did just that. Way to go Dan! This Enfield Bantam B team is
really coming up big with hat tricks. Hats off team and coaches!! No pun intended!

BANTAM “B”
On 10/9 Enfield hosted Echo B2 and Craig Downs started the scoring out with an assist from Joseph Ballard
and Dan Kraucunas. That is the fourth game out of six that Craig Downs has lead this team with the first
goal! The second goal was by Dan Kraucunas and assisted by Zack Allard. Echo also scored on a breakaway
shot, and on a rebound shot in the first.
In the second period we scored three times, the first goal by defenseman Alex Peiper assisted by Zack Allard
and Steve Daddario. The second goal was a beautiful unassisted breakaway by Reilly Higgins. Craig Downs
assisted by Steven Daddario got the third goal in the second period. Echo scored once 5/3.
As with Echo teams the game was quite physical with both teams racking up the penalties. Both teams
already had 5 going into the third period. In the third period we managed one more goal by Tyler Orszulak
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assisted by Reilly Higgins. Echo managed to score on a power play and once more to end the game with
Enfield still winning 6/5.

